Microstructured hydrogel scaffolds containing differential density interfaces promote rapid cellular invasion and vascularization.
Insufficient vascularization of currently available clinical biomaterials has limited their application to optimal wound beds. We designed a hydrogel scaffold with a unique internal microstructure of differential collagen densities to induce cellular invasion and neovascularization. Microsphere scaffolds (MSS) were fabricated by encasing 1% (w/v) type 1 collagen microspheres 50-150 μm in diameter in 0.3% collagen bulk. 1% and 0.3% monophase collagen scaffolds and Integra® disks served as controls. Mechanical characterization as well as in vitro and in vivo invasion assays were performed. Cell number and depth of invasion were analyzed using Imaris™. Cell identity was assessed immunohistochemically. In vitro, MSS exhibited significantly greater average depth of cellular invasion than Integra® and monophase collagen controls. MSS also demonstrated significantly higher cell counts than controls. In vivo, MSS revealed significantly more cellular invasion spanning the entire scaffold depth at 14 days than Integra®. CD31+ expressing luminal structures suggestive of neovasculature were seen within MSS at 7 days and were more prevalent after 14 days. Multiphoton microscopy of MSS demonstrated erythrocytes within luminal structures after 14 days. By harnessing simple architectural cues to induce cellular migration, MSS holds great potential for clinical translation as the next generation dermal replacement product. Large skin wounds require tissue engineered dermal substitutes in order to promote healing. Currently available dermal replacement products do not always adequately incorporate into the body, especially in complex wounds, due to poor neovascularization. In this paper, we present a hydrogel with an innovative microarchitecture that is composed of dense type I collagen microspheres suspended in a less-dense collagen bulk. We show that cell invasion into the scaffold is driven solely by mechanical cues inherent within this differential density interface, and that this induces robust vascular cell invasion both in vitro and in a rodent model. Our hydrogel performs favorably compared to the current clinical gold standard, Integra®. We believe this hydrogel scaffold may be the first of the next generation of dermal replacement products.